Wireless Water and Temperature Sensor Transmits up to 120 feet to Flasher to Alert Your Neighbors when Freezing Temperatures or Flooding Threaten Your Home or Cabin

- Remote sensor detects unwanted water or temperatures falling below 40 degrees F
- Sensor transmits to bright flasher / receiver to alert neighbors
- Flasher receives signal from anywhere up to 120 feet
- Handy suction-cup mount window cradle
- 3 "AA" and 1 "9 Volt" batteries required

Freeze or Flood
WINDOW-MOUNT WARNING FLASHER

Flasher/receiver shown in window

Transmitter shown near sump pump

5 PACK MASTER CARTON
MODEL NUMBER THP203

FCC Approved

RELIANCE
ELECTRICAL INNOVATION SINCE 1909™
Racine, Wisconsin USA
(800) 439-5745
www.home-protectors.com

THP203